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MUGA GRAND OPENING
Come along on the 15th March, to be a part of the
Grand Opening of the Multi Use Games Area. To commemorate the event there will be a display of sports by
the children including touch Rugby, Hockey and a Mile
walk or run. These activities will also be a part of the
schools Sports Relief effort. We have included a sponsor
form with this newsletter, so start collecting your sponsors now.

Tip from parent; Fun4all Community Project is fantastic. Fun was
had cooking, doing art and crafts,
museum trips, cinema and DVD’s. It
cost £50 for five days 10-4pm.

We are collecting vouchers from Sainsburys and Tescos, so start shopping.!
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Time for a laugh!
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News from Around the School
L3 have been doing lot of
things during this week.
we went to the Cherry
Tree Park, played tennis
and cooked Risotto.

L2 have been learning how to dance to
grease music this week with Helen the
dance teacher. We have also been learning about the Great Wall of China and
made our own L2 Great Wall.
By Claire L2

This week we have been doing our project on how to make a sandwich.
Therefore we chose what type of sandwich we wanted to make, wrote up a
shopping list and on Wednesday we went to Budgens and Iceland to buy the
ingredients. This was great as we could use the money skills that have been
learning in Maths.

S5 have been working on their fitness this week. We have started using the exercise equipment next to Mr Cole’s room with great success. Thomas and Robbie have both taken to
the treadmill as though they were training for the marathon. Sebastian and Oliver were both
getting a good work out on the rowing machine, while Katherine and Victory enjoyed the
stepper and bike respectively. The class have also been training for the 1 mile walk/run for
comic relief on the 16th March.
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Barnet Pan Ability Sports Club.
Barnet School Sports Partnership are trying to set up a general sports club for students
with disabilities. We are encouraging participation by beginning to have sessions in school
time with the appointed coach, Mr Joe Festa. Over the next 4 weeks students will join in
different taster sessions, with the hope that they will want to join in the after school club
when it starts after Easter. We will be encouraging parents to come in and have a look at
the sessions in the near future! Until then here are some photos of the first sessions, which
students loved!

